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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA. MONTANA

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1933

Governor J. E. Erickson Vetoes Bill
Which Abolished Chancellor’s Office I

Vetoes Bill to Abolish Chancellorship

State Senate Sustains Executive Action By 29-26 Vote; Declares Bill I
Conflicts With Ideas of Sound Governmental Principle
Declaring that it conflicted with his ideas of sound governmental
principles, Governor J. E. Erickson on Wednesday vetoed the bill which:
would have abolished the office of chancellor of the Greater Univer
sity of Montana. The state senate sustained his action by a vote of i

From the

SENIOR BENCH
' ONTANA is breaking into print.

M

This month’s edition of a wom
an's magazine carries an article on
the Woman’s Club conference which
was held in Missoula on the State
University campus last summer. Evi
dently it was a rather rem arkable con
vention. Professors opened their lec
tures to the delegates, and gave espe
cially prepared talks to them. The
whole convention program was based
on a telescoped university-education
plan—the first day featured the fresh
man, the second day the sophomore,
et cetera. The delegates even lived in
South hall, to get the true college
atmosphere. It is unusually enter
taining to-see your own University
lauded in print, even in the reflected
glory of a story about a Woman's Club
conference.
ITH the fairly imminent advent
of another quarter, there, is a

W

recurrence of the question of fees.
Fees at the State University are fairly
moderate, but in a year of such de
pression, as we are constantly being
informed, there is a scarcity of money,
and even the amount needed may be
out of reach for some. Meanwhile, the
University has three dormitories and
a goodly number of professors to sup
port Therefore, we suggest that pro
vision be made for the acceptance of
fees paid in kind, from agricultural
products to cord-wood. We appreciate
the fact that it would be extremely
awkward to pass a couple of sheep
across the cashier’s desk. We also
appreciate the fact that it might be
inconvenient to keep the sheep until
such time as they were needed for
dormitory rations. But several schools
and colleges have adopted the plan
and it seems to us th at it is possible,
feasible and even logical, unless pros
perity is around a nearer corner than
It seems.
OLLEGE professors worry a good

B

deal about students who cut their
classes. Students alibi themselves with
the claim that, if the professor were
Interesting he would not have to
worry. The professor replies that the
student can not know whether he is
an interesting professor unless the
student has attended class and kept
up with the work assigned. We are
writing this in-support of the student
contention, offering as proof the list
of speeches prepared by faculty mem
bers for high-school commencement
exercises. There were thirty-eight
speeches named. Of them all, only
two caught our imaginations, and per
haps three more aroused Blight curiaslty. The majority of the speeches,
Judging by the titles, were depressingdull. We know that not all the
speakers are doing their abilities jus
tice when titles are the only means of
Pre-Judging the speech. But it seems
Peculiar that sixteen of eighteen
speakers would choose titles of such
extraordinary ordinary-ness.

W

E HAD a pleasant talk with a
professor the other day. Follow“Kthe talk, we were genially accused
4 fellow-student of “handshaking.”
^ud following the accusation, we diseexered that we were very irritated at
system that deliberately erects a
bsrricr between student and professor
harrier which m aterially lessens
the amount of good which a student
caa derive from a college education,
chaps the grade-point system is a
accessary evil. Certainly, when it
ccnies to the point where student
'dews student with a suspicious eye
h motives, or, worse, where student
uad instructor are on guard in the
other’s company, the system is disilhctiy cvH
Mrs. A. K. Prescott of Helena will
week-end guest of Mrs. Frank A
fhrmer at Corbin hall.
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DEGREE LIST SHOWS
| THAT 171 STUDENTS
ARE CANDIDATES
;Also 55 Applicants for Teachers’ Certificates; Business Administration
Leads With 21 Students Applying for Bachelor of Arts
Degree; Law School Second, Journalism Third

29 to 26. During consideration of th e<9----------------- — ----------------------------bill, argum ent centered on the con
tract held by Dr. M. A. Brannon, chan
cellor since 1923, who recently re
signed. The bill provided for an
executive officer, to be appointed by
the State Board ’ of Education, under
1 contract of not to exceed two years
and at a salary of not more than
4,000.
In his veto message, Governor Club Membership to Include Heads
Erickson stressed the wisdom of I Of All Student Organizations
maintaining the system, and
,
. On the Campus
quoted Dean J. M. Hamilton of
Letters sent out yesterday by A. S.
Montana State College, former
president of the State College and
U. Mi President Pete Meloy constituted
formerly of the State Board of the first step in the organization of a
Education, as to conditions of
Presidents’ club at the State Univer
competition and discord between
the institutions before the adop sity. It will have for its membership

Presidents
W ill Form
Association

One hundred and seventy-one students are candidates for degrees,
and 55 students are candidates for teachers’ certificates at the end of
spring quarter, according to information issued by the office of the
registrar. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in the College of Arts
“

‘

DIRECTIONS FOR ADVANCE
REGISTRATION
Spring Quarter, 1938
Students now in attendance who
plan to attend the State University
luring the spring quarter must
register on the dates set aside for
that purpose or; they will be charged
the usual late registration fees. *
Dates of Registration
1. Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb
ruary 28 and March 1. All students
should present their handbooks at
the Registrar’s office (Windows No.
1, 2 or 3) and secure registration
forms.
2. Thursday, March 2 to Thurs
day, March 9, inclusive. All stu
dents should consult their advisers
and complete advance registration
by filing their cards in the Regis
tra r’s office.
Note—No one will be allowed to
register from Friday, March 10, to
Monday, March 20, inclusive.
General Information
1. Registration fees must be paid
during the period March 21 to
March 23, inclusive, if you register
in advance. If you register late or
as a new student, fees must be paid
before registration is completed. A
fee of $1 per day for each day of
delay to a maximum of $5 will be
charged students who fail to pay
fees on days specified.
2. Late Registration Fees. A de
layed registration fee of $2 will be
charged students in attendance dur
ing the winter quarter who fail to
complete registration during the
advance registration period. An
additional fee of $1 will be charged
students completing registration on
March 22, $2 on March 23 and $3
on March 24. A late registration
fee will be chargefT students not
Ln attendance the winter quarter
who register on or after March 22.
The rate is $1 per day; the maxi
mum is $5.

^and Sciences, French proves to be the
most popular major, with 11 students
specializing in this subject. Economics
and Sociology is second with 10 stu
dents. One student is majoring in
Botany and one in German.
Tlie School of Business Administra
tion leads all schools and departments
with 21 applicants for the degree of
Bachleor of Arts in Business Admin
istration. The Law School is second
with 14 candidates for the degree of
Bachelor of Laws, and the School of
Journalism is third with 13 candidates
for the degree of Bachelor of Arts
in Journalism.

Governor J. K. Erickson, who on Wednesday expressed disapproval of
(lie Senate bill which wonld have removed the office of chancellor from
the University of Montana system, on the grounds that it was not good
governmental policy.
the president of every student organ- __________________________
tion of the chancellor system.
The governor said the cost of edu- ization on the campus Including dis- ■ *
p .
cation has been reduced 10 per cent cussion groups, fraternities, sororities, lVl2lSC|ll01fS Hil0Cl
Should each student satisfactorily
per capita by the system, and that the independents, societies and clubs. The
complete the requirements for degrees,
abolition of the office would put the first meeting will be held In the audithe
total of 171 would mean nine less
six units again in a belligerent atti- torlum ot Main haI] next Monday at
graduates this spring than last year,
tude toward each other. He stated 4 0.dock
The group wlI, organ|2J
when 180 students received degrees.
that the bill was vague as to what L t lhe meeting and aIterWard will
Applicants for the degree of Bach
was to supplant the system, that the | take action on problems which a r e |I n^ n^ on
Sot f°r
9? Jerome
state purchasing department and the now before the student body such as
elor
of Arts, and the department in
Frankel Is Named New
state accountant's office are available paddling, athletics, Aber Day and
which they will receive it are:
Solos By Farnsworth, Bovingdon,
Business Manager
to take care of the business manage traditions in general.
Biology—Joseph C. Lasby, Mary
----------Symphonic Arrangements
ment, and that the objection of the
^ j |] g e Features
Elizabeth Martin.
A sim ilar organization is in exist Eleven students having fulfilled the
legislature to .the cost of. the office
_________
requirements were voted into member*
Botany—Marjorie Davis.
ence at the University of Utah and
was unwarranted because its abolition
Solos by Richard Farnsworth and
has proven itself very successful in ship by the Montana Masquers at their
Chemistry—James Henry Benish,
would not reduce the appropriation
establishing co-operation among the meeting held Wednesday evening in George Bovingdon will be features of
Roderick Alexander Chisholm, H er
for the University.
various groups of students and in the Little Theater. 'Each has earned a University Symphonic band concert
man Anderson Dickel, Joseph C.
Pres. C. H. Clapp of the State Uni
solving problems which have con 15' or more points as a member of Sunday at 4 o'clock in Main hall audi
Lasby, Rubin Lewon, Edward K.
versity, yesterday afternoon expressed
fronted the student body.' The State either the cast or the production staff torium.
Skoog, Horace D. Warden.
satisfaction that the chancellor system
College a t Bozeman also has such an of Masquer plays. Initiation for the
Students
will
have
the
opportunity
Economics and Sociology—Georgia
had been saved by the action of the
new members will be held on Thurs
organization.
of
hearing
61
University
musicians
in
T. Buckhous, William Nelson Dixon,
governor.
day, March 9.
”1 believe that co-operation between
the last concert of the quarter.
Donna L. Fitzpatrick, George Manning
Those eligible for the initiation are
students should be promoted from
Hall, Eileen Jennings, H. Wayne John
Sunday’s program ends a busy week
som e: central organization. This or Ruth Wold, Laurel; Margaret Raitt, for bandsmen. JThe band took part in
son, Maryrose Murphy, Margaret Raitt,
Helena;
Joe Wagner, Missoula; Lina
ganization should be one which is
Cora Frances Richards, Helen Lea
a military program at the Masonic
truly representative. Such a group Greene, Missoula; Jerome Frankel, | Temple Wednesday, at which Maj. G.
Silverman.
could be effected by making an asso Cleveland, O.; George Boileau, Mill- L. Smith of the R. O. T. C., and Capt.
English—Martha Grace Averill, Vir
ciation of all student organizations. town ; Helen Marie Donahue, Minne E. E. Ely of Fort Missoula, were
ginia E. Connolly, Sarah Lou Cooney,
The plan which is to be proposed Mon apolis, Minn:; Don Marrs, Harlowton; speakers. The band also played at
Marjorie C. Fee, Pauline Sylvia Fritz,
day is for the purpose of discussing Elmo Cure, Missoula; Shirley Knight,
Katherine Louise Mason.
Prices Are Reduced for Tickets of possible advantages and disadvantages Missoula, and Robert Bates, Great the Idaho-Montana basketball games
Fine Arts—Curtis W. Barnes, Olive
early
this
week.
Annual Campus Show; Entire
of such an organization. It would, I Falls.
E. Barnett, Joy Browning, Maurice J.
The concert program is as follows:
Section Is Reserved
think, be a great equalizer of student
Jerome Frankel Was elected busi
Kiely,
Fred Rowe Morrell, Jane Nof“March Salutation’’ by Seitz; “Unfin
interest. Every organization seems to ness manager of the Masquers to fill
| singer, Philip Dinehart Patterson, Cor
Ticket sales for Varsity Vodvil
ished Symphony,’’ by Schubert; trom
be quite a bit different and their views the vacancy left by Jack Robinson,,
nelia Stussy, Alice Lorane Tucker.
bone solo, “Londonderry Air,’’ a r
which is to be given next Friday night
could be integrated and a common who is now attending the University
French—Kathleen Rosalie Dunn,
at the Fox-Wilma theater, will open
ranged by Lake, played by George
ground established from which to pro of Washington. Phoebe Patterson was
Edwin S. Eikland, Ellen Galusha,
Wednesday morning at 10 o’clock. All
Bovingdon; “Valse Trieste,’’ by Sibel
ceed collectively. The group would be named historian for the organization.
Helen Agnes Hubert, Genevieve Adele
tickets are reserved and will sell this
ius; “A Japanese Sunset,’’ by Deppen;
a perpetual organization of campus
Krum, Phyllis E. Lehmann, Maude
“
“Down South,’’ American sketch by
year a t $1.10 for Ioges and 75 cents for
leaders.
Behind
each
of
these
leaders
Evelyn Lehsou, Margaret S. Lewis,
.
.
,
i During the illness of Mabel Jacob- Myddleton; selected baritone solos
all other seats with the exception of
Jane Elizabeth Power, Ruth Provost,
the upper balcony section which will there is a natural constituency which | sen Foster,,instructor o{ mathematics, | sung by Richard Farnsw orth; Suite,
would include almost
Frances M. Walker.
student. Emma Bravo and Icyle Rich are teach- “Don Quixote” by Safranek.
sell at 50 cents a seat. Mail orders
“I believe th at now is the time for h^g jlei. classes.
Geology—Cale J. Crowley, Delavan
The personnel of the band is: Con
and telephone orders will be accepted,
students to get together and work for
H. Davis, Leland E. Kennedy.
d u c to r—Stanley M. Teel; student leadand social groups on the campus may
a common end Instead of scrapping
^ il l
German—Vincencia Welker.
Brown of Helena, law slu- er— George Bovingdon; student man-j
buy blocks of seats.
among themselves and with the &d- l^ent \
History and Political Science—Dor
operated upon for append!- L ger—Eldon Couey; cornets—Eldon I
With only one week remaining in
ministration. It would promote, I citis Wednesday afternoon.
othy Bell, Mary B. Dugal, Michael
(Continued on Page Four)
which to complete preparations for the
think, the self-confidence of the stu 
Joseph Mansfield, Don Franklin
show, Dick Schneider, manager of the
dents as a whole, which is apparently
Marrs, Arthur H. Roberts.
1933 production, and his assistants lacking at the present time. I hope
Home Economics—Helen Beatrice
have been attending rehearsals of the that every one of these organization
Larcen, Geraldine D. Ohrmann.
various acts and find them near com heads will attend the first meeting so
IDance to Be Held in Loyola Gym; j Latin—Margaret Mary Murphy, Ver
pletion.
na lone Smith.
that it can be determined whether or
-------------------All Stray Greeks Are Invited
“We’re having a hard time finding not such an association would be a
Law—James Edward Harrington,
a costume for King Hawke, but we success,” said Pete Meloy, speaking Representatives from Six Chapters of Fraternity Will Be Present;
To Attend Affair
Hugh Joseph Lemire, Dalton T. Pierhave one that looks swell on ‘Ma’ of the proposed plan.
Former Students and Alumnae Will Attend
Interfraternity Ball, annual winter | son* Stanley W. Trachta.
Cooney,” said Horace Warden, director
Library Economy—Margaret Jean E.
Mary Breen, president of the A. W.
quarter formal sponsored by Interfraof Jungle Jingles, the Sigma Alpha S., made ithe following statement in
Delegates from all Delta Gamma chapters of the Northwest district ternity council, will be held this eve Deck, Lois Rhea Dixon, Elza Charlotte
Epsilon act, when questioned along regard to the plan:
Huffman, Adelaine Stillings.
with the other directors concerning
Mathematics — Emma Magdalyn
“I think an organization such 81arrive this afternoon to attend the biennial province conference 0f nlng at tlle Loyola gymn8Slum'
the progress of their skits.
the Presidents' club would be of p; . the fraternity, at which the local chapter will be hostess for the first Tlle dance program wilt include 14 Bravo, Kathryn M. Coe, Louise Har
Drawing heavily upon his pipe and ticuiar value on this campus. We have time. Mrs. J. Walter Bingham, first vice-president of the national s[ia!ght. dances’ arosiaf“ i*
mon, Lovira M. Hart, Toivo Armas
_____________________ obtained from members ot the council
.
,
.
. ,7
- ________ ‘
assuming an air of complacence, Mike no organization a t the present time lorganization
nent lawyer
Karkainen, Icyle E. Rich.
and
Kennedy, director for the Phi Sigma which Is truly representative of the of Palo Alto, Cal., and Mrs. Harry lished ln 1928, and Beta Beta, at the any time before the dance, or at the Music—June Evelyn Hartley, Dennis
Kappas, state.d, "We expect that ’Non entire student body and under the pro Draper of Seattle, province secretary, University of Alberta, Edmonton, in dance. As in the past, all stray Angelo Rovero, Mary I. Stewart, Mary
Greeks are invited.
(Continued on Page Four)
1931.
Storey, Alice Marguerite Stukey.
posed plan, every student would be are to be honor guests.
At one of the previous meetings it
Program Varied
Sylvia Sweetman, president of this
Physical Education—August A. Botable to present worthwhile ideas
through his particular representative, chapter, said this morning, “Since we The program for the event Includes was decided that those planning to zenhardt, Theodore William Cooney,
Fitzgerald Writes Story
I hope that all presidents will come are located farther from the center of a business meeting this afternoon, a attend arrange to trade at least half j Mildred Arvilla Dorsey, Adelaide K.
Of Co-eds for Collier’s j to the meeting on Monday so that the ou>' province than any other chapter, formal banquet at the Florence hotel of the dances with members ot other 0linger, Robert Edgar White,
club may be organized and something we feel unusually fortunate in having this evening, two business meetings fraternities. Also, in accord with the physics—Louise Harmon, Toivo Ar"Co-eds Shouldn’t Use Lipstick,"
will be done concerning present this opportunity for contact with our tomorrow in addition to a tea dapsant council’s economy program, each mas Karkainen.
sister groups. We are glad for them from 5 to 8 o,’clock in the afternoon member fraternity will be assessed $12 j Psychology—Bennie Child Brooke,
a short story by Brassil Fitz campus problems.”
gerald, professor in the Depart |
__________________
to have this chance to see our campus and a sport breakfast Sunday morning. to cover expenses of the dance. This Donald VanOrsdel Creveling, Lucille
and meet our students.”
ment of English, appears in Col
Barbara Castleman will represent will do away with the sale of tickets. | Miller, Cora Quast, Leo la Stevens.
the University of Washington; Sylvia Chaperons will be Pres, and Mrs. Spanish—Elin Bredberg, Jean M.
lier’s magazine for March 4. The
Canadian Chapters
story was titled “Co-ed” by Fitz
11/211 /"V -,-,
Active, alumnae and pledge mem- Evans, University of Alberta; Mar C. H. Clapp, Dean and Mrs. J. E. Mil- jGordoii, Margaret Elaine Groombridge,
garet Tarbell, University of Oregon; ler, Prof, and Mrs. J. W. Severy, Dean Doris A. Kindscliy, Philip Dinehart
gerald, but the title was changed
meeting combined last night, to com- Jessie Applegate, Whitman college; Harriet Rankin Sedman and Mrs. |Patterson. Mary Schoenlials, Alice
by the magazine after its purchase
j John Crowder, professor in the p j^ e arrangements for the entertain- Catherine O’Neil, University of Idaho, Mary Elrod Ferguson.
[Margaret Taylor.
of the story.
William Dixon, Missoula; Robert p or the degree of Bachelor of Arts
and Dorothy Rae, University of British
“The story concerns a co-ed in j School of Music, will present Mrs. ment of their guests.
Darrell
Parker
in
a
piano
recital
iphe
conference
takes
place
between
Summerville,
Livingston,
and
Orin
jn Business Administration: Howard
Columbia.
a northwestern college, but neith
Thursday evening, March 2, at 8:15 the national conventions every other
Former students and alumnae of the Cure, Missoula, comprise the com- c . Ager, Nathaniel A. Allen, Clarence
er the characters nor the situation
o'clock in Main hall auditorium.
Iyear. At the 1931 conference, Nu chap- local chapter who will be guests are: mlttee in charge of the dance.
,| r . Cahill, Ann Marion Callahan, Mardescribed pertain to this campus,
Mrs. Parker, who has been a student Iter at Moscow, Ida., entertained the Margaret Morgan, Butte; Annie Jean
Nat Allen and his orchestra will j0rie Helen Crawford, Marie Elizabeth
Professor Fitzgerald declared.
in the School of Music for the past other members of the province, and Stewart and Betty Torrence, Hamil- furnish the music.
Cuffe. Newton C. Culver, Frank A.
This is not Fitzgerald’s first
two years, is a graduate of the New the national convention last year was ton; Nelle Porter, Stevensville; Mar------— -----------------{Flanagan, Jr., Charles Allen Goodpublished story, but it is the first
I
England
Conservatory
of
Music
in
held
at
Victoria,
B.
C.
garet
O’Connell,
Kalispell;
Gladys
UNDERGOES OPERATION
speed, Earle B. Heagy, Weldon O.
to appear In a popular magazine
Boston. W hile' there, she studied This is the first district meeting in Shuck, Spokane, Wash.; May McFar-------Higham, Dale R. I-lin man, Russell Deof large circulation. “Fraternity,"
under Alfred De Voto. Prior to at-1which both of the new Canadian chap- land, Billings; Dorothy Duval, Ana- Mrs. Frank Keith, social director of forest Kinney, Robert Marshall Leslie.
ills story of fraternity life in an
tending the conservatory in Boston, ters have been represented. Alpha conda; Mrs. Maurice Dietrich,Deer | Kappa Kappa Gamma, underwent
a Glenn Eugene Lloyd, Fae Logan, Keneastern college, was published in
she studied at North Carolina college Phi chapter at the University of Brit- Lodge, and Mrs. GeorgeHuber,
major operation at St. Patrick’s bos- neth Eckford Lord, Melvin E. Magthe Frontier of last November.
for women.
Ijsh Columbia, Vancouver, was estab- Helena.
Ipltal Tuesday.
j
(Continued on Paj?e Four)

Eleven Students
To Membership

Band Plans
Last Concert
O f Quarter

Vodvil Seat Sale
Will Commence
Next Wednesday

Delta Gamma Province Delegates
Will A rrive Today for Convention

1
Mrs. D. R . Parker
Will Give R e c ita l^ hel(1a buI£et8upperamlbU8illea8

Fraternities
Join Tonight j
j
For Formal

THE

Pi

T he B road cast

T h e M ontana K aim in

MONTANA

Friday, February 24, I933

KAI MI N

Historic Cachets •
Will Perpetuate
Western Events
the I

Society

To the Students:
Plans have been made for
-------------- d | |
abolishment of Aber Day, ’u sing the
funds appropriated for that purpose Dr. Paul Phillips Is Preparing Serlei
Ii®r Commemoration of Early
Interfraternity ............................................................................. Formal to help working students during the!
Entered as second-class m atter at Missoula, Montana, under act of
spring quarter. How long would this
Montana Happenings
Saturday, February 25
Congress, March 3, 1879.
money be appropriated for that pur-j
Alpha Chi O m ega...........................................................................Fireside pose? With Aber Day abolished, bet W estern history will be conunejM.
Subscription price, $2.50 per year.______________
Alpha Tau O m ega.........................................................................HauntedHouse
ter times here again, and with them rated and furthered in a series of hk
Alpha Xi D e lta .............................................................. Installation Ball less need for student employment, toric cachets which will be issued by
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
would it be necessary to continue the Mjnnequa Historical society, cog,
Delta G am m a........................................................................................TeaDansant
appropriating this money for that pur posed largely of employees of n,
Phi Delta T h e ta ..............................................................................NoveltyDance
JOHN B. CURTIS__________ .------------------------------------- EDITOR
pose, and would It be appropriated? Colorado Fuel and Iron compuy
CAUGIIT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA Zeta C h i...........................................................................................Fireside
It would not, and we would not have word was received here yesterday b
RICHARD SCHNEIDER.................................. .BUSINESS MANAGER
Doc Schrelber chasing his hat near
it appropriated for th at purpose. W hat [Ur- Paul C. Phillips, chairman of [fe,
the Men’s Gym—Curt: Barnes getting
Social activity on the campus reaches a climax this week-end. With would we then have Instead of one of Department of History,
a rather tough break in the squared the Delta Gamma province convention to be held here; Interfratemity our best-loved traditions? Nothing— The series of historic cachetalS
circle as M Club tryouts continue full
tonight and five major events tomorrow evening, the calendar is except the knowledge that the whole planned by the group during the pm
blast—Bob Stansberry, Ken Carpen
Montana Maintains a Chancellor
student body had made a sacrifice in | few months when the governmental
ter, Cy Sayatovlch and George Kukn loaded with social functions. This evening at 6 :3 0 o’clock, the hard times to keep a few students economy had caused a lagging Intern
Progressive educators and friends of the chancellor system will view holding down the mat—and a goodly members of Delta Gamma will entertain at a formal banquet to be
among us who would have found other along this line. The object is to siren
with the highest approbation, Governor J. E. Erickson’s action on the crowd was there*—Burly (Oke) Miller given at the Florence hotel in honor of Mrs. J. Walter Bingham, Mrs.
means of staying here or would have Western history and to commemorata
bill to abolish the office of chancellor of the University of Montana. speaking as a fraternity man and not Harry Draper and six delegates from Washington, Oregon, Idaho and dropped out only to return a little in this fashion, outstanding evetb
In his message which vetoed the bill, Governor Erickson was “loath as Dean of Men at Interfraternity Canada; Interfratemity, the annual winter formal which is given by later.
which figured in the winning of fa
to disprove measures passed by the legislature, but this con Council meeting at the Sig Ep domi the fraternities on the campus will be held tonight at the Loyola gym How far would this fund go toward West,
cile—Chuck Gaughnn furnishing the
flicted with his ideas of sound governmental principles.”
giving
employment
to
students?
This
The first series will consist of J*
wisecracks—Students of Espnnola go nasium. Tomorrow afternoon Delta Gamma will be hostess at a Tea
It would be useless to again cite the conditions which existed before ing to town for Elsie Einlnger on two Dansant at the chapter house. Representatives from the other soror question has been answered several being issued once a week begins!*
the chancellor system was adopted and which, undoubtedly, would Spanish plays at the Petite Theatre— ities and fraternities will be guests at the tea and Mrs. Blanche Whit- times In our numerous publications the last week in February,
flourish again with the abolition of the office. It is sufficient to say Eva Lesell assisting — Cliff (Prof.) ham, Dean Harriet Sedman, Mrs. F. K. Turner, Mrs. J. Walter Bingham and it has been found that at the best cachets will be in color and a large
it would pay registration fees for only rubber stamp reproduction or them,
that, under the chancellor system, the cost of education has been RIedell proudly exhibiting his pet and Mrs. Harry Draper will receive. Tomorrow evening the Phi Delta ten boys, and that Is only one of the ciety’s emblem, “The Covered Wages,’
reduced ten per cent per capita. Under the system, conditions of stamp collection to members of the Thetas will entertain at “Bums’ Roost,” their annual winter novelty many expenses found with attendance, will be made. To this will be added
local Philatelic society—Ed Skoog in
competition, discord, overlapping of work and lobbying have been sisting that “George Washington was dance, and at the Alpha Tau Omega house, ghosts and spirits will be Are these few students willing to see Iin contrasting color a two or tin*
dealt a very satisfactory slap in the face, as far as the University is an Engineer" before members of PI featured at their annual Haunted House. Capt. and Mrs. Fred Rogers our loved traditions go rather than be j line stamp commemorating the emit
This will cite the occasion and &
Mu Epsilon—North and Corbin Hall and Lieut, and Mrs. A. E. Rothermich will act as chaperons at the absent for a quarter? I think not.
concerned.
The attacks made upon Chancellor Brannon which threatened to basketeers trouncing their opponents Haunted House. Members of Alpha Xi Delta will be hostesses at a The girls who are working their year. Day and month will be gfajj
way
here
are
not
considered
in
this
by post office cancellation as the eotmete out an untimely death to an institution which has proven itself, in the opening games of the Independ Winter formal at the Eagles’ hall where the chaperons will be Prof, and
relief measure. Are these girls willing U rs will be mailed on the day of the
ent Women's tourney — Members of
were forestalled by his resignation. We are happy that his action was
Alpha Phi chanting their Varsity Vod- Mrs. G. D. Shallenberger and Prof and Mrs. H. G. Merriam. An to give up another tradition when they anniversary,
not a vain one, that the attempt to save the office from becoming the ill ditties within the sacred portals Eskimo fireside will be featured at the Alpha Chi Omega chapter house have no hope of any gain from their |
-----------—= ---------------- PP
, Events which will be commemoNK
inclade> F irst Wagon TnS,
butt of personal antagonisms was successful. A few weeks ago we of Mnln Hall Auditorium—Kappas re where decorations and costumes will be in accordance with Jack sacrifice? No! Wouldn’t they rather wI1I Include,
have a chance to do some of the work I
expressed the hope that the measure would receive the governor’s hearsing to the tune of “Jingle Bells” Frost’s wintry ideas. The chaperons will be Prof and Mrs. Bernard F. |that
Daddy Aber Bpent hls m dolng Treading the Oregon Trail, The llorin the frigid interior of. Simpkins Hall
Imon Hegira, Mountain Meadows Misveto. For that veto, we feel he is to be commended.
—Last-minute tux-borrowing indicat Oakes, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cogswell and Mrs. Carol Humphrey. All j f0r us—beautifying the campus?
sacre, Pony Express InaugnsurammS
ing much interest in tonight's Inter- in all it promises to be a busy week-end.
___________Now if> u>«
to decide whether Transcontinental Ralls Meeting:«
Depression-Restless Collegians
fraternity Brawl.
we are to stand np and defend our Ogden, Utah,
At the Fraternities and Sororities
M argaret Murray,
guest of Joan traditions Instead of allowing them to
During these pressing times when college students can see no reason
No charge whatsoever will be made
Dinner guests were numerous at the Matthews, Kathryn Orchard, the guest | j,e taken away from us. If we want to
for spending four years in college, we often hear the impatient ques According to Howard Scott, less
Virginia Bode host-1,.
. j ,.,
.------- ltor ^
service. The officers of the
keep our traditions we can and w lll.L oclety
than 14,000 official words have been fraternity and sorority houses this p* Evfilyn Eln*t Virginia Bode,
tion, “Why am I in school? Where am I going? What good is it doing written on the subject of Technocracy. week. At the Kappa Delta house, Mrs. ess ,0 ° * rtrude Warden, Mary B reen|Anyone
Who is interested,
Interested, and we all j1,interest
Anyone who
me and what am I learning?” The answer came from an older man: It Mr. Scott’s I.Q. is high, he will not Theodore Brantly and Mrs. F. K. T_ _u r -|and Margaret Breen, while Ida Patter-18houId
b€> can find
{lnd netitions
petl( iong almost I™____
| £ * ,!!_ h L o I T
”
Ishould be.
“The trouble with you, lad, is That you are wanting, at 20, what a say which 14,000 words are the offi ner were guests for dinner Tuesday 80n and Miss Lucla Mlrrlelees were anywhere on the campus asking that!
Dr- ™ 1UPS stated * * Moms*,
cial ones.
evening, and Dr. and Mrs. Jesse Bunch tbo *uesta 01 AIlce Patlcrson- Mar’ we keep Aber Day. If you are unable
man of 40 is entitled to expect”
events wlU be included in
were dinner guests Thursday at the «aret Lehsou wa* ,he Su e ,t ot Vera to locate one of these, ask any of the H *
That, largely, seems to be the reason for the wave of cynicism, dis
Sigma Kappa house.
Millet.]----------------------------------- !—
-----^ ----------S or
H the
— Spurs
____________
DECLINE OF THE WEST
Independents
and they Jj?H" 6. 5
content and restlessness that is sweeping over the youth of today. We (News Item ): Tucson, Arlz.—Cowill
explain
the
locations
of
these
lBa“
e<l
“
rly
thts sprlng’ T h e * |
the Delta Gamma bouse the dinseem to want to do big things without taking time to bother with the eds who pet are taboo among m en |nerAtguests
From Out of Town
petitions. Come on, stitdents, come on standing events 10 be
Tuesday evening were Dr.
J. W alter Bingham. Palo, Alto, out and 8ay whether we are t0 k6eJ ln Montana history are now being pnminor details. Youth, especially college youth, seems to have an ex students at the University of Arizona, and Mrs. M. J. Elrod and Dean F re e -,„ Mrs.
.
. ..
„
_
_
.
^ ------- if--------1—
'pared by Dr. Phillips.
JWM
aggerated idea of its importance and its position in the world. We a survey revealed today.
man Daughters. Mary Alice Coulson “ "
? ”
H*rry Dr» j* r-S e a ttle ,U h i tradition or not
_____
,
,
will arrive this afternoon to be guests
AN ABER DAY ENTHUSIA8T.
expect society to save an important place for us in its ranks as soon
was a luncheon guest on Wednesday. , , r „
„
,
. ,
say that puts the girls In a „
at *be Delta Gamma house during the
-------j
/" V * ,,L /_ /J
as we are graduated from college, and we have expected that position We'd
. sp o.t They ,re .taboo
.
.If. . they
.
Mrs. A
L. nK. Hall
Kath- Drov|nce
th er
eets at
,
tough
A and daughter,
,
vl,
province convention
convention, otim
er m
guests
at A. petition ,is ,being
circulated to re- j T u C t l C S L O U f l F i e l d
without doing anything to merit it. We view the present state of
jryn, and Dr..and Mrs. Paul C. Phillips me Delta Gamma house this week-end
don’t pet, too.
Instate Aber Day. Aber Day was dis- ]
affairs as one of hopelessness and say in despair, “It will never end,’
_____
| were d,nner &ue8t8 at lhe ™ Delta will include Barbara Caatleman, carded by Central Board because in j
-------------|Seattle; Sylvia Evans, Alberta; Marbut forget to remember that those who enjoyed the prosperity of Because they hadn’t the patience t o p 0U8e Wednesday evening.
the last few years it had not been J Verdict for the defendant was n*
solve
Jigsaw
pussies,
a
man
In
MlchlDrand
Mrac;
HC1*PP
were
dln-|g
are
t
Tarbell,
Eugene,
Ore.;
Jessie
1924-29, also said that it would never end, and the world in 1916,
successful. It has not been worth the turned by the jury In the case d
gan and n college boy In New Y orkjner kvests a t the Zeta Chi house Applegate, Walla Walla, Wash.; Cath$300 that It costs the University. It Isaacs versus Gearing at pradki
tom by the strife and strain of war, also said “ that this will never commltted suicide last week.
Wednesday evening. Dr. Clapp spoke erine O'Neil, Moscow, Ida.; Dorothy
is obvious that this $300 can be put court last n ig h t Astrid Arnoldm,
end.” But it did. Ultimately there is an end to everything, and pros
-------on “Science, Philosophy and Religion. McRae> British Columbia.
to better uses. It will for example Iattorney for the plaintiff, called fin
perity will “ round that corner” one of these days. Optimism, not And because they haven’t the pa- Do They Blend?"
E v e rett, Logan, Deer Lodge, is a
tience to commit>suicide, a lot of peo- Ruth and Betty Ann Polleys were L uest at the
gjgma Lambda put two students through the Univer- witnesses beside the plaintiff. Hugh
pessimism, will get us out.
sity for a year if they work for their Lemire was attorney for the defend'
The day of favoring the college graduate is past. College men and pie on the Montana campus have com- dinner guests a t the Kappa Kappa house this week-end.
board.
jant.
mitted themselves to Jigsaw puzzles. | Gamma house on Tuesday night.
Nelle Porter stevensvllle, is spend
women must get down to business and work if they expect to achieve
This petition that is going around
The plaintiffs case was based vpoa
- ■■■Prof. E. L. Freeman was a dinner ing the week-end at the Delta Gamma
the success and get the “breaks” that once were given to them.
says merely that “We the undersigned a personal injury received in the foreA sign in a California shop window guest at the Alpha Tau Omega house Louse
wish to reinstate Aber Day" and head as he walked under a defective
reads as follows: PRE-TECHNOC-Tuesday n ig h t After dinner, Professor
makes no provision for a change from ]awning on the defendant's building,
RACY CLEARANCE SALE.
Freeman spoke on “How Reasonable
George Washington Party
Ain’t It the Limit?
the old Aber Day schedule. If we -— -■................
-------Is Pacificism?"
Mrs. Edna Palmer entertained
Comes now the National Council of Teachers of English with a sur “The job of devising a remedy for
sign this petition and many already
present conditions
conditions lies
lies with
with the
the peoneo ItheWedne8day
nlgbt dlnner
guesU
at Thursday afternoon at a George Wash- have, it will ga to Central Board. If end to be attained. To conclude, upresent
A!plm,
chl
Omega
house
were
E
lsie1
vey which tells us that many of the grammatical errors we long have
less we catr again make Aber Day ktvt
.
ington bridge party. The guests I n -L ,,.. .
. .
.
..
pie."—Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler.
Hershberg, Jane Guthrie and Margaret cluded tho soclaI dIrector8 from all f udc,lt opInlon la overwhelmingly In a meaning without costing $300 we M4
labored to eradicate have passed the test of time and the Council and
better
drop the whole Idea entirely.',’
no longer are considered illegitimate children of the mother tongue.
Morganthe other sorority houses.
^nvor, ot bavl“g Aber Day’ Cenlral
That’s division of labor.
Mrs. L. K. Hall and daughter Kath_____
Board may feel obliged to decide as
M. i.
. Have you a weakness for “It is me” ; “Who are you looking for?” ;
Soon all of the election spoils w illlryn were dinner guests of Miss Alice
Kappa Delta announces the pledg-lthc maJorlty seem t0 want: But there
None are expected” ; “Walk slow” ? Do you experience embarrass
is still to be considered the $300 that
be distributed . . . but the B ro a d c ast,|^ oody a*
Alpha Xi Delta house ing of Louise Reed of Ryegate.
ment in differentiating between “shall” and “will” or “ farther” and which will not take a bribe (that is, Tuesday n ig h t
can be used more profitably to aid
------------------------- --unemployment.
“further” ?
Larry Prather was a dinner guest I. .
_
.
not a big one)
will go on as poorly
Furthermore it these people who
at
the
Alpha
Tau
Omega
house
TuesI
M
a
S
q
U
C
f
l
O
i
n
t
S
No longer is it necessary to feel perturbed or uneasy if these phrases as ever, but:
sign do so because they think that it
day n ight
are some of your pets. For the national council feels it will be an Thousands of Democrats In rages
is a beautiful custom to clean up the
Rev. F. M. Sanderson was a dinner
advantage to seek, in its surveys, not an impossible literary standard, Must soon turn back to the classified
,
.
.campus In memory of Daddy Aber
guest at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon |
pages.
but the habits of better middle-class speech. It does, however, believe
[house ou Wednesday night. After dlnin the necessity of emphasizing the correction of unmistakable errors
UTOPIA
_ _ _ _ _
| without such added costs ns the lunch |
| ner. Reverend Sanderson spoke onj
Science seems to me a curse,
for which there now should be more time.
“Solution of the Race Problem.”
r Students Are Given Award at noon and the dance In the evening.
Metaphysics—something
worse.
But if they sign because they want
Lovira
H
art
was
a
dinner
guest
at
All wasted are those weary hours spent in an endeavor to master
Bused On Winter Quarter
th e holiday that Aber Day has given
the Alpha XI Delta house Wednesday
Major Production
the subjunctive and to connect the wary infinitive. Of no avail were Reading tomes of classic lore
To me is ju st an Irksome chore.
[night.
them In the past few years, Central
the tiresome hours spent in listening to the exhortations of distraught There is so much I’ll never know,
Rev. and Mrs. F. M. Sanderson were
Students who were members of the Board need not waste more time on
You are here
grammar teachers. For now the national council has come along and, So why the dither? Iii-de-ho!
dinner-guests at the Alpha XI Delta [cast and the production staff of the the question.
for an
with one fell swoop, has dispersed these common bugaboos of the lan Stop all study, live more gaily!
Aber Day as It was originally in
house Wednesday night. After dinner, Montana Masquers’ winter quarter
Cut
a
class,
and
sleep
in
daily.
tended,
a
day
for
everyone,
students
education,
guage, and has given them the royal blessing which permits them to
Reverend Sanderson gave his talk on major presentation, “The Truth About
More of us will go to parties
Solution of the Race Problem."
Blayds,’’ have been awarded points and teachers to get out and clean np
take their places in the sun of good usage.
but you want a
Fewer should be titled “smarties."
Father J. O. O’Brien was a dinner towards membership in the dramatic the campus, Is a beautiful custom, but
We should not be surprised if a tremendous, surging inundation of Every week a Co-ed Formal,
good time, too.
so much has been added to the orig
guest at the Alpha Chi Omega bouse organization.
wrathful protest were to well up and flood over the heads of the A fireside, or a Foresters’ Ball.
Distinctive fingerwaves :
for dinner Tuesday night. After dinThose given the awards and the inal Idea that we have lost sight of the
national council. When all the countless others, like ourselves, who
help the dating
ner Father O’Brien spoke on "A Case number of points earned by each are:
have worked and striven that they might acquire speech perfection, You may think I'm siiqply dumb,
for Catholicism.’
situation.
Leslie Pace, G; Ruth Perhatn, 10;
So
saying,
proves
my
sensibilities
are
realize how they have been tricked, we should hate to be responsible
To Keep Up
Ossia Taylor, 8; Don Marrs, 10; Helen
numb.
Corbin
Hall
Marie
Donabue,
8;
Robert
Bates,
8;
for the consequences. When people begin to miss the thrill which comes
That Collegiate Appearance
Anti yet I cannot sight as shiny bright Miss Margaret K lltt was a guest of Gene Mauls, G; Eleanor Speaker, 3;
from committing a perfectly-planned, premeditated grammatical error, The collegians who read the tripe I
Visit the
Helen Groff at luncheon Monday.
Philip Patterson, 5; Joe Wagner, 3;
then, indeed, things will be in a sorry plight:
w rite!
Estelle Fletcher was a Wednesday Melvin Hedine, 3; Elmo Cure, 3; Leslie
Phone 2858
Florence llolel
night dinner guest of Betty Ann "An- Dana, 3; . George Boileau, 5; Dick
Bnt after all, we collegians m nst[deraon
Shaw, 5; Emma Bole, 5; Gloria Proc
Presidents’ Club
rend something that isn’t In book
Mrs B. G. Higgins and Miss Alice tor, 2; Alice Lamb, 3; Shirley Knight,
Another attempt is being made to arouse the students at the State
Woody were dinner guests of Mary 5; Lilian Hopkins, 3; Vivian Bower,
not right from C , .
,
,
. .
’
University to a realization of the problems confronting them. Peter The co-eds who It:
Elizabeth Woody Wednesday night.
3; Dorothy Benlsli, 3; Catherine Mead,
wrong
Mary Dohl and Fern Fllghtner will 6; Antoinette LaCasse, 3; Lina Greene,
Meloy has issued an invitation to the president of each student organ
featured in every fraternity’s
pond
the
week-end
in
Butte.
ization to join him in the organization of a Presidents’ club which will
6; Jerome Frankel, 6; M argaret Rallt,
song.
Mrs. A. K. Prescott of Helena will G; Howard Ilazclbakor, 3: Helen Hux
take action on student questions.
TODAY AND SATURDAY!
TONIGHT ONLY.'
bo
tho
week-end
guest
of
Mrs.
F.
K,
ley, 3, and Boh Busey, 3.
The campus has been accused of being over-organized. This is In the bull session there always comes Turner.
Return Showing
a hush
undoubtedly true. But the fault in over-organization lies in the fact
“DR. JEKYLL and MR. HYDE”
Elinor Fredrickson returned Tues
When they speak of a gal who can
With Frederick March
that the individual groups are incapable of finding a common meet
day from Butte, where she was called
really blush.
by Ihe death ot a relative.
ing ground. There has been no effort made, nor opportunity pre
—
Iu
—
SATURDAY ONLY!
sented, to unify the groups. The fact that all members of all groups We have ,yet to attend tho bull ses
North Hull
TOM MIX
are primarily members of the student-body, attending this University sion in which there comes a hush.
Will brighten up that dark cor
Luncheon guests of Kathryn Hall
for common and individual benefits, has been overlooked. If any The more our windy Congressmen
ner in your room. Drop in and
STARTING SUNDAY!
Wednesday were Margaret Washing
let us show them to you.
thing will bring a realization of the unity of the campus to the students,
debate
SATURDAY NIGHT!
ton and Mrs. L. K. Hall.
“ The MASK of
the Presidents’ club should. Meloy deserves commendation for his About the 3.2 that’s almost HERE Mrs. Carol Humphrey was the
lltlf i 1‘. M.- Midnight Show
DR. FU MANCHU”
beer,
efforts.
luncheon guest of Mrs. Thoodoro
“ 20,000 YEARS IN SING SING”
The more I am impelled to yawn and Brantly.
Company
sta te :
VARSITY VODVIL
For the past few days the Montana campus has been like a pinochle "It does not look to me at all like Wednesday night dinner guests at
VARSITY VODVIL— SOON
Bigger, Better Than Ever Before
Home Grown Flowers
North hall were Margaret Martz, who
game— so much melding.
NEAR beer."
was the guest of Elolso Ruffcorn;
Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of the State
University of Montana.
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Grizzlies Even Idaho Series Local Gladiators
Tilden Has Secret Ambition to Be
Montanans
Great Actor; Is Colorful on Court
By Trouncing Visiting Tigers I Fight for Places Play Davids
Escaped Defeat as a Result of His Desire for
51-34 in Tuesday’s Fracasl 0nToumeyCard In Last Tilt Big Bill Has Narrowly
Creating Suspense in the Gallery
I Contenders for M Club Championship
nr Goal in Lust llonnds
Before Seml-iinnals
Famous Bearded Team Will Make

Squad Makes It One Each With Team from University of'
Idaho, Southern Branch; Interesting First Half Is Turned
Into Second-Period Rout, Marked by Many Fouls

Montana

Appearance Here Monday;

Contenders for the M club champ
Is Final Game
ionships in the lightweight, welter
weight and lightheavyweight divisions
Bearded .basketball players invade
Taking an early lead, the Grizzlies out-pointed, out-passed and out
took a step nearer their goal Wednes the Grizzly court Monday night when
played the Southern Branch of the University of Idaho Tuesday night
lie
famous House of David collegians
day when the last rounds of elimina
to win, 51-34, splitting the two-game series. The game was ordinary,
from Benton Harbor, Mich., officially
tions before the semi-finals were held
wind
up the 1933 State University
featured by few thrills and at times was rough. Thomas, Tiger for
schedule in what promises to he the
ward, was injured in a plleup in tlie-®------------------- --------------- -------------------- in the men’s gymnasium.
In the lightweight division, John most colorful contest of the entire
Ijfter part of the second period. His
Ferrara, Madison, N. J., won a decision season. The bearded House of David
ankle was badly sprained.
I
over
Harry Barnes, Missoula, In a club started its barn-storming tour in
Idaho opened the scoring, Kotstlofast and spirited fight. Both battlers Evanston, 111., in December and since
Betes producing. Quickly Erickson
were
on
a par and had to go an extra then has played 66 games, winning 56
registered on a foul and followed by
round. This was the fastest fight of of them.
a field goal conversion. The going for
| the evening.
As a lead-off for the principal con
tke first few minutes was not fast and
The
Stephenson-Lovely
welter- test, the Grizzly Cubs will meet the
alter five minutes of play the score
Missoula
county high school team.
I weight go was easily decided by the
«as even at 8-all and a minute later
[judges at the end of the second round This game is scheduled to sta rt at
10-all.
when they awarded the decision to 7 o’clock and the Grizzly-House of
Heller Leads Winners
I John Stephenson, Bhtte, over Richard David attraction will follow.
Fouls were frequent, but the Griz
The be whiskered team seems to he
Lovely, Deer Lodge.
zle, were more consistent, convert-1
Ed Schmoll, Chicago, won an easy able (o score at will and demonstrates
lag 11 of 17 tries. Idaho made only
battle from Jesse Thomas, Walla remarkable floor work. Trick passes,
eight of 17 attempts. A1 Heller was
[Walla, Wash., in the second welter long shots and deceptive plays are
outstanding, with eight field goals
all a part of their basketball tech
weight fight of the evening.
and two free attempts for a total of
nique. Their clever floor work is de
The last fight, a lightheavyweight
18 points. Hale, Tiger forward, led
veloped to a degree which makes them
go, saw Curtis Barnes, Lewistown, lose
the visitors with four baskets and one
almost impossible to he guarded suc
conversion via the foul route. Kat, his battle with Tom Brierly, Missoula. cessfully.
UAmotPft nlftvpd a remarkable
floor » i « n ^ n^'ers^tj "House ot David
Barnes wasgradually winning the
sOometes played a remarKauie
itoor |>asketball game, who is playing hisL ,wl ^ , , , ,
. ..
.. . ,
The squad numbers six players—
game until he went out on personals, last contest in a Grizzly uniform, has JU( ges decision b y lm cool-headedness Johnson and Adams, forwards; White,
Rix delivered his usual finegame j hinde an outstanding record on
the w^en ®r ^er^y opened up a cut over center; Buchanon, Sindlinger and
court)his eye. When the bell rang for the
until he was forced to the bench on football field and the basketball court
ua
dnring his two years of competition third round, Doctor Schreiber would Smith, guards—and all are former col
!p}®>
a t Montana* He is tiie only player on not allow the fight to go on. Accord lege players except White, a 19-yearMany Substitutions
the 1933 Grizzly hoop squad who will
old high school student. He is also
ing to Cale Crowley, boxing instructor,
^McDonald and Hileman were kept
^trough graduation,
the only smooth-faced one on the club.
this fight may be fought again.
on the bench for the entire game so
------------------------------------George Johnson, an American Associa
that Emery, Holloway, Rhinehart,
tion league umpire of 20 years, is
Silver stolen from the Stanford uni
Steensland and Hinman might secure
coach and manager.
versity dining room has been found In
quarters of play toward their letter.
Although he doesn’t ordinarily fig
the dining hall of a New England col
Substitutions were frequent, 18 being
ure in the scoring column, Jack
Monday night the Montana Grizzlies lege and In China.
made in all. Coach Lewandowski used
Buchanon, guard, is easily the most
11 players and Coach Wicks of the wiU fin,sb the 3eason wIth a 6“ e
entertaining member of the squad. He
'against the bearded House of'D avid
Tigers 10 men.
is the center of th.e attack and his
■team which has been beating high
weird passes amaze both opponents
The officiating for both Monday and
class college and independent teams
and fans. Many of the team’s scores
Tuesday was ragged and tended to
consistently on its tour through the
are due directly to his clever feeding
somewhat slow up the games.
West.
passes.
From the s ta rt of the second period
Gertrude Warden and Jean Porter
Adams, 210-pound red-bearded for
through the remainder of the contest,
Lead Scorers for Winners
The Grizzlies have prospered dur
ward, is a former football, basketball
the Grizzlies were never held and
ing their first year under the tutelege
and
wrestling collegiate star. John
Kappa Alpha Tlieta advanced in the
showed their superiority in every de
of Coach Lewandowski, breaking even
standing of the intersorority basket son, black-bearded forward, is Adams’
partment. Monday the Grizzlies will
with the Bobcats and Miners and win
nning-mate with an uncanny ability
ball league Tuesday evening with a
meet the famous House ot David quint
ning a good share of their outside
victory over the Kappa Delta quint, to drop his shots from mid-court. Th<>
in what will probably be the last con
games.
youthful
White teams with Adams and
29-16.
test of the year on the home court.
Lineup and summary:
The game was fast and interesting. Johnson as the scoring combination
They have a scoring average of
Grizzlies (51)
FG FT PF Pts.
Gertrude Warden led the winners’ at Students of the State University will
Brown, rf _2L__...... 4
1
8 more than 40% points per game, tack with 17 points and* Jean Porter be admitted to the contest on their
0
the
highest
of
any
State
Univer
5. U. M. tickets.
Erickson, If ..... .... 3
2
8
2
was second with 10 tallies. Olive MidDahlberg, c __ ___2
2
6 sity team in history. They have gett held up the losers with eight
2
won
eight
games
and
lost
ten,
out2
3
4
Fox, rg ...........
7
points.
1 seorlng their opponents hy ten
Hinman, lg ..... .... 0
1
3
Lineups: Thetas—G. Warden, f
Heller, c .......... ..... 8
2
2 18 points, scoring 730 points to their
(17); L. Silverman, f (2); M. Calla
foes’ 720.
1
0
Fitzgerald, If .... ...... 1
han, j c; M. Breen, r c; V. Bode, g;

Lost to Squad

j

Sporty Vents

Kappa Alpha Theta
Defeats Kappa Delta

Zemke Wins Title
In Boxing Match

2

14 51 A1 Heller leads the Grizzlies In scor
PF Pts. ing with 148 points, followed by
2
2 Jimmy Brown with 122. Dick Fox
1
6 has 107, Jack McDonald 53, Bill Erick
4
3 son, 49, Dave Fitzgerald 48 and Bill
4 Hileman 41.
2
0
4
1
9 The House of David team has a
2
3 great record of games won against
some of the best teams on the coast,
0
1
0 having won six-sevenths f t their
0
0 games on the road. This week they
play the Washington State college
T o ta ls____ _
8 13 34 alumni, Gonzaga and Whitman before
Substitutions: Grizzlies— Holloway, coming to Missoula.
rg; Rhinehart, ig; Steensland, if;
®mery, rg. Missed free throws: GrizThis game promises to be one of
lleg, 6; Tigers, 9. Referee: Porter.
the m ost colorful games of the season.
The visitors play in full beards—all
except their 19-year-old center, White,
who has so far been unsuccessful in
this attempts to raise whiskers.

Totals .......... ___20 11
Idaho (84)
FG FT
Carte, rf .......... ..... 1
0
Thomas, I f ___ ___1
4
1
Katsilometes, c ___1
Leute, rg ........
2
0
Mulica, Ig ......... ___2
0
Hale, It .... ........ ...... 4
1
Pennoyer, a
___ 1
1
Eagen, c ......... ..... 1
1
Dlllinger, rg ... ...... 0
0
Parrish, If ......... ___ 0
0

Cub Quint Takes
One-sided Game
From High School

Knievel Is High Scorer for Cubs
In Uninteresting Game Last
Wednesday Night

D. Tilzey, g. Substitutions—J. Porter
(10); J. Busey. Kappa Delts—O. Midgett, f (8); L. Stephens, f (2); E.
Levander, j c (4); J. Eldering, r c;
D. Jacobson, g (2); K. Eamen, g.

Fred O ’Dell Leads
Free Throw Contest

With the second round of the free
throw contest unfinished, Fred O'Dell
is leading the tossers with 40 baskets
in 50 attempts. The second round
ends Friday, and eight contestants will
be picked to shoot in the semi-final
round.
Other high scorers following O’Dell
are: Ben White, 38; Hall and Manning,
34; Hawks and Wheaton, 33, and Ran
dolph Jacobs, 32. Three first round
survivors have not shot in the second
round, and tlie others have such low
scores that they have little or no
Jack Buchanon, guard, is the center chance of qualifying for the third
of the Whiskerinos' attack. He rolls round.
the ball up and down his arms, wait
clever tricks which they pull, having
ing for an opportunity to pass it, He
a lot of fun and keeping the audience
seldom throws the ball in the direction
amused. In many games they easily
he is looking and is nearly impossible
could have boosted their margin of.
to guard. He has amused and be
victory but preferred to hold their lead
wildered fans in every game he has
and do a little clowning.
played with his clever antics and de
ceptive passing.
If the Davids have a bag of basket

Hubert Zemke, a freshman at the
State University, won the state
amateur championship in the 160pound class at the tenth annual box
ing tournament held a t Butte Wed
nesday. He was one of two Missoula
fighters to win titles, the other cham
pion being Danny Lyons, 175-pound
winner.
Zemke won his title from W’eston
Strasser, a Butte boxer. He oulboxed
and outhit the less experienced Stras
ser to win a three-round decision.
Zemke is boxing at the State Univer
sity, and Is competing for the finals
of the M club tournament which will
be held March 8.
Men at California have pul in a pe
tition asking that women teachers be
employed as well as men. They claim
that women have a very unfair ad
vantage with the m ale, professors.

WE CAN
offer you the same prices as any
other shop in town—

BUT
we can guarantee you a better
job for the money—

AND

In a return, contest with the Mis
soula county high school quintet Wed
nesday, the Grizzly Cubs took an early
29-4 lead and loafed along for the
ball tricks which compares with the
remainder of the game to take an easy
At times the Davids seem to scor< famous "pepper" game in baseball it
15-24 victory.
_ A t no time during the uninteresting Ia t wiI1, Tlley rareIy clrlbble the b a ll| would pay the fans to come early tor
affair did the Cubs meet formidable |but g g g on W ck passes, deceptive [some of the best entertainment of the
opposition. In the third quarter the | plays and long shots Instead.
Mtesoulians tried a rearranged lineup,
striking color comblnaIncluding only one first-string sta rte r,,
,
.. , . .
>!*t for a time played the Cubs on tlon at forward8 'v,Ul the (“
8k'
* nearly even basis
The y earlin g 'ered Adains leamlng up wIth bIack‘ Dial 5017 for information on col
lead was so pronounced that they whiskered Johnson, Adams, a 210lective buying.
pounder, hails from Indiana' univer
’fere able to ride along on their over
sity, where lie was outstanding in foot
BITTER ROOT MARKET
whelming score,
ball, basketball and wrestling. John
801 So. Higgins
Lineups: Cubs (45)—Knievel (13),
son is the long distance sharpshooter
jtergquisl (10), Holmquist (5), Davidof the squad, preferring to shoot from
(»). Blastic (2), Hultin (7), Brand
eaburB (0), McCulloch (1) and Linde-11"
' ” ' The otber
° “ “°mC
k f M l ) . Missoula count (2 4)-L und oceaslons ‘T ” ,
. t ,
„
Lundy *7), Therriault (0), Faulds under tlle baS’“ t t0 JohnSOn wh0
«). Stein (0), Rice (8), Potter (2) |»co™s from a distance.
Wd Reynolds (3).
The squad numbers only six men,
: Referee—lllman (Montana).
highly polished players who play to
gether
and always know what to do
£ Women who wish to smoke in their
dormitory rooms at Oberlln college at the proper time. The whole team
FOUNTAIN LUNCH
has developed Its passing and shoot-1
•dust rent a fire extinguisher.
lng to an almost uncanny degree.
v.'Mary Alice Murphy and Mary Nash
Florence Hotel Building
The hirsute band features a vaude
Butte were week-end guests a t the
ville type of basketball, having many!
f w i a Alpha Theta house.

Groceries at Wholesale

11

Good Eats
Public Drug

we call for and deliver.

Youngren Shoe Shop
Hnsement Higgins Bloch
Phone 0168

1 Professional |
Directory

The world of sport knows William Tilden as the greatest tennis
player that ever trod the courts, as a master showman and a stormy
petrel whose oratorical battles with the solons of the game kept his
name in the international headlines for years. It is not generally known
to the public that the secret am bition^
of this celebrated athlete was not to pies him out of the lead but also in
win tennis matches, but to he an daring shot-making. To see him lace
actor. As great as is the fame he has the hall into the corners and^ nick the.
gained on the courts, he would gladly lines with liis burning forehand and
exchange all of his titles and cups backhand drives is a tre a t that never
won, in all parts of the world for a fails to bring cheers from the stands.
Tilden isn’t one to play safe. He
role in a Broadway production.
Ever since he was a hoy * in his would rather miss with a great shot
than
score with an ordinary one. He
’teens, Big Bill, as he is known whereever the game of tennis is played, has is the master of every shot that the
been fascinated hy the theater. He game knows—the drive, the volley, the
has played in amateur theatricals, chop, the lob, the overhead smash, the
featuring Booth Tarkington’s plays, drop shot and the service. In playing
and also has won his spurs on the for a point he will frequently use
professional stage on Broadway. So every one of these strokes, giving a
much is his heart in the theater that lesson not only in stroke production
a few years ago he went into "stock" but in strategy of the game from the
and not only played his roles upon brainiest player of modern times. Til
the stage but furnished fiifoncial hack den has made a thorough study of the
ing for a chain of theaters given over game and has made some of his rank
ing opponents look like novices. To
to stock companies.
watch him in action in a single game
Host Colorful Player
is to learn more in court generalship
This intense interest of Tilden’s in than can be learned in a dozen les
the theater explains in part why he sons from a teacher of tennis. *
has been such a drawing card on the
Service Is Best Stroke
tennis courts. He is not only the
greatest player that the game prob Tilden’s service has been called the
ably lias known hut also the most greatest of all his strokes. He is the
spectacular and colorful. No m atter player who made the "cannonball”
where he plays, whether it is in the famous and the ball travels with such
United States, England, France, Aus speed when he serves that it is diffi
tralia, or any of the other foreign cult for the eye to follow it.
For 11 years Tilden was the great
countries he has visited, he never
fails to lure the crowd, to which his est player in America and for the
name means not only the ultimate in most of them the greatest in the
tennis form and stroke production world. During that stretch he was the
ace of the Davis Cup team. He was
but in dramatics.
the man who was mostly responsible
Big Bill’s instinct for the dramatic
, ,
. . .for bringing the cup back to America
is so pronounced, lie has such a flair
.- . - .
, 1AOA - , ,
, ..
,
from Australia In 1920 and keeping it
for creating suspense in the minds L
M1 1QA,
He was the first
and hearts of the gallery, that time
American to win the men’s champion
after time he has gotten himself into ship at Wimbleton. He has won the
ticklish scrapes and narrowly escaped
,.
.
1
. championship of several European
defeat. It is not enough to him to win a nA„ . . „ „ ,
- .
. ,
°
'countries and if he had chosen to keep
match. He must at the same time give
the fans a show, no m atter what the
cost, and as a result he has had to
make some of the most hair-raising
pull-ups In the history of tennis
FRANK PUGNI, Pro)>.
against opponents whom he allowed
Italian-French Cook
to gain big leads on him.
SPAGHETTI, RAVIOLI, CHICKEN
Willing to Gamble
Anything You IVant With It
It makes no difference how im
portant? the match is, Big Bill shows
the same willingness to gamble and
take a chance. He has done it in some
of the Davis Cup matches and he has
done it when defending the national
amateur championship which he won
There are bnt a few more days
seven times. He has probably won
in our February Furniture Sale.
more matches after losing the first
two sots than any other player, al
though in the majority of them he
could have won in straight sets.
This dramatic flair of Tilden’s is
evident not only in the way in which |
he sets the stage for an apparent vic
tory for his opponent and then top-

T o sc a n o C a fe

NOTICE!

U C U JS

all the cups he won during his career.
:instead of giving them away, he would
ihave had enough silverware to go Into
the business.
Great Sporting Figure
Today, in his late thirties. Tilden is
.still one of the great sporting figures
of the world and a marvel to those
who have been unable to understand
how a man can play for so many years
and still keep among the leaders. He
has always taken good care of him
self, keeping in shape for the strain
of match play. He has recently com
pleted a three-months tour of Europe,
meeting the ablest players of the old
world day after day. He is now back
home again touring America, continu
ing to play hard tennis against his
three travelling companions according
to schedule.
Only his love of the game and his
interest In the dramatic have kept
Bill Tilden In tennis so long, and it
Is only after arranging for a string
of tennis courts devoted to the pro
fessional game that he has decided to
retire after the completion of his
present tour.
Eloise Patten, '26, a graduate of the
School of Pharmacy, is employed as
pharmacist and laboratory technician
for the Kansas State hospital at
Lamed, Kansas.
McGill university seniors recently
agreed that a longer kiss is conducive
to. greater bliss than a shprt one.

Fine Hair Cutting Our Specialty

Metropole
Barber Shop
101 East Main

Our Work
Is Our Best Recommendation

Arcade Grocery
Company
Incorporated

S a tu rd a y
Specials
3 dozen Oranges........
doz. Oranges (la rg e ).
2 pounds Pitted Dates.
1-lb. pkg. Marshmallows
1 lb. Shelled Walnuts
(large) .................
1 lb. Shelled Pecans. . .
2

|
|

DR. EMERSON STONE

ISN'T THIS THE
MOST IMPORTANT
STATEMENT EVER MADE
IN A CIGARETTE
ADVERTISEMENT?
It is a Fact,

-I

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
I
Rooms 8 anil 9, Higgins Building i
Phone 4097

DR. J. L. MURPHY
J

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

|

DR. A. G. WHALEY

!

perts, that Camels are made
from finer, M O R E E X P E N S IV E
tobaccos than any other popular
brand. We actually pay M ILLIONS

|
|

|

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted I
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104 |

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
206 Wllnin

S

43c
49c

DELIVERY SERVICE

well known by leaf tobacco ex
I

39c
49c
25c
10c

MORE every year to insure your
enjoyment.
{Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Winstoo-Sttlent, N. C.
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University Women Scabbard and Blade
Pledges Five Men
S p on sor P ictu re
For L oan Fund Neophytes Are First Since Revival

P lans L ast
M ontanans B andConcert
o f Quarter
Win Debate
From Dillon
(Continued from Piuro one)

Couey, Thelma Buck, Willard Peter
son, Ernest Logan, Earl Hall, John
Downey, Fred O’Dell, Andres Grande,
Exhausted Scholarship Treasury Will
At a formal meetlug in R. O. T. C.
, .
Arthur DeBord and Philip Manning.
Be Replenished by Work of
headquarters Tuesday, Scabbard and First Decision of Season Is Carried Trombones—George Bovlngdon, Wil
Local Organization
Blade, national honorary military fraOff by State University Women liam Whitehead, Melvin Anderson,
Thursday Evening
Philip Miller, Mason Melvin, Richard
Replenishment of its loan fund for ternity, pledged five men, the first
-------------Smith, Carl Pearson and George Bald
women students is the purpose of the pledges since the organization was revived
here
this
year.
A
two-to-one
decision
on
the
canwin.
Baritones—John Weaver, James
American Association of University
The pledges, all members' of ad collation of war debts was granted the Nash and Arthur ICimpei. Horns—
Women', Missoula branch, which will
sponsor a show at the Wilma theater vanced military science classes, are State University Women’s team when Dud Brown, Dennis Rovero, Alem Lanext week. The production is ‘‘The Charles W. Bell, Missoula; William H. they debated against the Dillon State Bar, G. Richard Armeling, Robert
King’s Vacation,” starring George Wade, Helena; Roderick H. Clarke, Normal women's team at the first for Moodey and Ward Leek. Tubas—Ed
Arliss, and will be featured Tuesday, Missoula; Lawrence Prather, Mis ensic meeting held last night in Main ward Jeffery, Jack Waite, Frank Mar
Wednesday and Thursday, February soula, and William J. Erickson, Butte. Hall auditorium. Debate judges were tin and Kermit Eckley. Percussion—
The local chapter of Scabbard and Rev. T. W. Bennett, Miss Hazel Swear-1 Leslie Pace, Richard Farnsworth, Wil28, March 1 and March 2.
In order to benefit the association, Blade became inactive' here three ingen and Charles Hilton. Harvey Ifred McCrea and Phil Pollard. Saxtickets for this picture must be pur years ago when it ran in debt. It Thirloway presided at the meeting, laphones—Thomas) Chum, Joe Gillen,
Debators who spoke at the Thursday Beamon Sherman, Paul Reddick and
chased in advance from members or was reorganized this year with per
meeting were Genevieve Squires and Lloyd Bernhard. B Flat Clarinets—
their agents. The Associated Women mission of the national council.
Margaret
Squires of the Dillon team: Robert Ruehrwein, Russel White, KenStudents, under the leadership of Joy
Dorothy Leonard and Elinore Shields j hath Hufford, Leonard Langen, John
Browning, are conducting the sale on
of the State University team. Ap- Shenk, Dorothy Howard, Grant ltaitt,
the campus.
proximately eighty people attended [Clifford Haugland, Frank Hazelbaker,
Applicants for scholarship loans are
Carol Ayers, Lucille Lfndgren, Allen
last night’s debate.
judged on the basis of need, scho
(Continued from Paso One)
j The second debate of the season High, Edward Harden and Walton
lastic rating and character, and are
nuson, Harlan R. Mattson, E m m a will be held Monday evening, Febru- Cosgrove. Alto Clarinet — George
acted upon by a special committee.- The
Pokorny, Robert O. Thykeson.
|ary 29, immediately after the Grlzzly- Dickel. Bass Clarinet — William
amount of the loans usually is limited
For the degree of Bachelor of Arts House of David basketball game,” an Clarke. Flute and Piccolo—Edward
to $100 a year, and a total of $200 to
in Education: Harry Atkinson Dyar- nounced Darrell R. Parker, University Cooney and John Lewellcn. Oboe—
any one student. A two per cent rate
man, Marciano Reborozo Raquel, debate coach. "Members of the Bozc- Boo Valiton
of interest is charged until maturity,
Helen Smith, Ruth Lillian Southworth. man league who will debate the --------------then six per cent is the cost Students
For the degree of Bachelor of Arts negative side of the war debt question
are given until the January after grad
In Journalism: Harry L. Billings, Rob will be Ben Law and Sam Eagle. The
uation for repayment, except in special
ert Wiltse Busey, Frederick Wood State University team will be repre-1
cases.
Compton, Walter Poindexter Cooney, sented by H arry Hoffner and J. How
The A. A. U. W. loan fund is ex
John Bosworth Curtis, Elizabeth Sadie ard Dunn. The date was originally
ROOM AND BOARD
hausted now, with about 40 current
Foot, Kathleen Margaret Harrlgan, set for Tuesday but was changed to
loans outstanding. Each year the as
Monday in order to afford the students BOARD—$16 TWO MEALS, $20
sociation sponsors a project to raise Michael Stephen Kennedy, Raymond
three meals, per month; choice of
Charles Kennedy, Richard George the 1-cent excursion rates.”
money with which to replenish the
Schneider, Guy Mitchell Sheridan, Monday evening has been scheduled menu l excellent
home
cooking,
fund.
Helen Mercedes Sprague, Mary Eliza also for a debate between the women 1Yankee Cafe, 512 S. Higgins.
beth Woody.
teams of the State University and the R 00MS FOR BOYS, WITH OR WITHFor the degree of Bachelor of Laws: State College. Catherine Sinnott and I out cooking accommodations; rents
Astrid Arnoldson, William Thomas Berenice Larson will meet the team at |
reduced. 724 Eddy.
Boone, George Hillis Bovlngdon, Bozeman and will debate the affirma
Thomas C. Dignan, John Cooper E r tive side of the war debt question.
BOARD AND ROOM, REASONABLE
(Continued from Pace One)
ickson, Glen T. Flint, P. J. Gilfeather,
rates. Phone 588$.
Compos Mentis’ will give Missoula
Martin Theodore Grande, Franklin A.
theater-goers one of the most unusnal
LOST AND FOUND ~~
Lamb, Hugh Joseph Lemire, Jennings
---------------------------- --------- —.— I
acts that has been presented in Var
Mayland, Lloyd Allen Murrills, Allan
LOST—BLACK KID GLOVE, SIZE
sity Vodvil for many years. Music
Smith, William Richard Taylor.
5%, at South hall tea. Alice Stukey,I
has been composed especially for this
For the degree of Bachelor of
Corbin hall.
act by Nat Allen.”
Science in Forestry: Fred Melvin Ben
“We’ll be there with bells on,” said
son, Frank C. Curtiss, William Lloyd
Mary Isabelle Stewart, director for
Davis, Millard C. Evensou, Joel Fryk- Down Pharmacists, 50-10; Business
Kappa Kappa Gamma’s ’Bells Idea.’
man, Robert Matsen, Lawrence P. Neff,
Five Triumphs Over Foresters
“The pennies are ready to strut,”
Walter E. Pool, Richard Edwin Whit
In Last Night’s Games
said Maude Evelyn Lehsou in speak
aker, Jack C. White.
ing for the Alpha Phis who are pre
For the degree of Bachelor of Arts and Sciences continued their
senting ‘‘Pennies on Parade.”
Science in Pharmacy: F. Owen Bate winning form to triumph over the
Phil Pollard says of the Phi Delta
man, Robert William Curdy, Maxine Pharmacists, and the Business Ad
Theta skit,‘“ Whereas, Henceforth and
Eleanore Davis, Phyllis Louise Krey- team went down in a surprise defeat
Hereafter’ because of its varied enter
Clk, Ted Thomas Mellinger, Robb V. in the week's play of the Intercollege
SEE THE NEW STANDARD
tainment is sure to please everyone,
DOUBLE SHIFT
Rice.
basketball tournam ent The Arts and
cup or no cup.”
For the degree of Pharmaceutical Sciences team has averaged more
“Well, It’s All in the Cards’,” Les
Chemist: F. Owen Bateman, Robert than 48 points a game In ihe three
lie Pace, manager of the Independent
Andrew Corkish, Maxine Eleanore contests that they hare played.
men’s act, replied to a telephone
Davis, Lyle Donald Hurt, Fredrick
Law-Journalism
query.
Henry Noyd, Mildred Jean Renshaw.
The Lawyers used 11 men to run
Caught on her way to a belated 8
For the University Certificates of up a 36-15 victory over the Journalism
o'clock, Dude Warden said of the
Qualification to Teach: Olive E. Bar quint Wednesday evening. This was
Theta act, *‘L’Amour Toujour” : “It is
nett, August A. Botzenhardt, Emma the third straight loss for the Scribes,
a song and dance act which is filled
Magdalyn Bravo, Elln Bredberg, Joy and the second win In three starts for
with pep and fast-moving scenes. We
Browning, M. Kathryn Coe, Donald the Lawyers. Hendon and Talbot led
hope you’ll like it.”
V. Creveling, Marie Elizabeth Cuffe, the scoring with 18 and 11 points
Marjorie Davis, Mildred Arvilla Dor respectively.
sey, Mary B. Dugal, Kathleen Rosalie
Pharmacy-Business Ad
Dunn, Harry Atkinson Dyarman, Ed- In the second game Wednesday eve
S.
Elkland,
Pauline
Sylvia
Fritz,
ning, the Pharmacists surprised the
Different—Bigger and
Ellen Galusha, Jean M. Gordon, Mar high-scoring Business Ad quint, by de
Tastier
garet Elaine Groombridge, George feating them, 27-18, in a fast game.
T he Missoula Club Manning Hall, Louise Harmon, June Tom Rowe led the winners' scoring
Evelyn Hartley, John Waters Houston, attack with 13 points.
Helen Agnes Hubert, Mac Johnson, Jr„
Business Ad-Foresters
Tolvo Armos Karkainen, Doris A.
Piling up a lead In the first half, the
Kindschy, Russell Deforest Kinney, Business Ad quint took the Foresters
Genevieve Adele Krura, Helen Beatrice into camp, 31-16, in the first of two
Larsen, Phyllis E. Lehmann, Maude games last n ig h t Storey of the win
Evelyn Lehsou, Robert Marshall Les ners, led the scoring with 12 points.
lie, Margaret S. Lewis, Michael Jos
Arts and Sciences Romp
eph Mansfield, Ted Thomas Mellinger,
Showing a fast passing attack with
Lucille Miller, Joseph Morton MJols- Watson, Schinoll and Crowley shoot
ness,-Clarence W. Muhlick, Margaret
ing the baskets, the Arts and Sciences
Mary Murphy, Maryrose Murphy, Jane
quint romped over the Pharmacists,
Nofsinger, Adelaide K. Olinger, Emma
50-10. This is the third victory for
Porkany, Icycle E. Rich, Cora Frances
the winners, their score now being 146
Richards, Arthur H. Roberts, Mary points for three games.
Frances Schall, Mary Schoenhals,
pelen Smith, Verna lone Smith, Ruth
Lillian Southworth, Mary I. Stewart,
Mary Storey, Cornelia Stussy, Alice
Margaret Taylor.
Of Chnpter Here

As a

171 Are Candidates
For Spring Degrees

Vodvil Seat Sale
Begins Wednesday

Arts and Science
Team Continues
In Winning Form

Varsity Vodvil
Next Friday

PORTABLE
TYPEW RITERS
$ 37.00

Show a United Front
In Support of Your Paper j
Right or wrong, The Kaimin, published by
the associated student body, warrants the co
operation and support of every student in the
State University. Such is the only way we can
assure the continued regular publication of
this, your paper. As a group, a united front
is necessary for the desired results. A re you
behind it?

Individually—

Office Supply Co.

HAMBURGERS

M aram islh

B rim s

*2.95 to *5

At Barnard college students receive
credits for taking a course in "Rest
ing.” Other unique college courses
which grant credits are “Personality
Development," at New York univer
sity; "Genealogy,” at Southern Cali
fornia, for which the students look up
their own family trees, and "Waiting
on Table,” given at Ohio State.

ROLLED BRIMS!
SAILOR BRIMS!
SNAP BRIMS!
. . . with pinched, creased or
squarish crowns! A glamorous
mixture of mannish briskness
and feminine guile!

Saturday Special
Sailors . . . Turbans . . . Man
nish Brims . . . Felts
. . . Straws . . .
/ J J
Crochets......................“ ------

Missouu Mercantm
COMPANY

juiiimiiiiimiMiimmmiiHimiMiiiiniiii:

= In d o u b t

O j

5 about what to order f
jjj for the evening meal #
E

=
=

Jusi Call Our Market and Let
Us Send You a

E
E

|

Juicy Steak

1
E

E

It Always Hits
the Spot

«

| J.R. DAILY, Inc. I
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K. & W . Grocers

Phone 2164

626 South Higgins Avenue

Missoula’s Fruit and Vegetable Store
----------- FOUR FREE DELIVERIES DAILY----------------------AN UP-TO-THE-MINUTE MARKET CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN
THE UNIVERSITY DISTRICT. YOU CAN’T BEAT
K. St W. VALUES ANYWHERE. PHONE US!

Friday, Saturday, Monday Features
COFFEE

Senorita

RED & WHITE
The Nation’s Finest—Packed
In 1 lb. Vacuum Tin;

Beauty Soap

3 Pounds, 99c
BLUE & WHITE
Full Bodied—Flnvorfu
Packed In Vacuum Tin

OLD SPAIN’S BEAUTY
SECRET
Contains the Oil of
Olive und Palm
INTRODUCTORY PRICE

6 Cake Carton, 27c

2 Pounds, 55c

Sugar

Broadcast That You Are a
Kaimin Reader
The m erchants w ho support your paper
through their advertisments expect your sup
port. When you buy some article that has
been advertised in The Kaimin , use the phrase
“I saw it in The K a im in .,} As individuals
having a common interest in the paper, get
behind The Kaimin and co-operate with our
merchant supporters to the fullest extent.

Read and Use Kaimin Classified Ads

Wheat Cereal

Made In Missoula '

RED St WHITE
Favorite Breakfast Dish

10-pound Goth Bag, 49c

Per Package, 18c

Bunch Beets, Carrots, Turnips, Cauliflower, Spinach, Endive, Broccoli,
Leek, Naim, Mustard Greens, Watercress, New Pens, Celery Root,
Green Beans, Green Onions, Radishes, Rhubarh, Green Peppers, Squash,
Washed Carrots, Apples, Bananas, Cranberries, Rutabagas.
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Classified Ads
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